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BENEFITS

COMPATIBLE with all conventional car wash equipment

FLEXIBLE control & customization for the best car wash experience

COMPACT takes up only 1/3 of the space of conventional car wash products

ECONOMICAL when setting the desired concentration level

INNOVATIVE advanced chemical formulations using nano-technology

GREEN sustainable packaging, earth-friendly ingredients

HIGH PERFORMANCE allows for very little chemical needed to get desired results

The Ultraflex® System is an advanced system of delivery equipment 
and packaging that ultizes ultra–concentrated car wash products to give you 

extreme performance with unlimited flexibility. 

Past Winner of the ICA’s Brian Campbell 
Leadership in Innovation Award!

Unlike conventional car wash solutions, 
this space-saving, Earth Ready® product 
line uses advanced technology to create 
chemical components that are combined 
on site with an easy-to-use dispensing 
system. 

A single Ultraflex® reservoir will wash  
up to 900 cars! What are you waiting for?  
Upgrade your back room today!



WHY ?
Lustra® premium formulas are technology driven and distributed throughout the world.  

Our line of industry-leading ultra concentrated products are designed to save you money 
by reducing chemical usage and delivery costs.

PROFITABLE BUILDING PRODUCTS

ULTRA CONCENTRATED  
PRODUCTS

Industry leading concentration 
levels design to wash more cars 
with less product in our award 
winning Ultraflex® containers

COST SAVINGS 
Less chemical usage.  

Lower water consumption. 
Fewer deliveries.  

Putting money back into  
your pocket.

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
CONSCIOUS

Our containers are 100%  
recyclable and our EarthReady® 

product line is NPE and  
phosphate-free with reclaim 

friendly products

C-FORCE CERAMIC
C-Force™ Ceramic offers an advanced seal and protection by 
use of a deeply penetrating foam. This advanced chemistry has 
been formulated to create a surface-shield that is soft to the 
touch, hydrophobic, intensely reflective, and durable to with-
stand nature’s elements.

PROSHIELD FEATURING APEXAMER
ProShield® is an ultra-concentrated super sealant formulated  
with Apexamer® Technology. It provides an “apex level of  
protection” as a result of combining polymers that create a 
cross-linking effect or “web-like application” of protection. 

LUSTRASHIELD
LustraShield® contains Advanced Brightening Polymers that 
bond to the vehicle, producing a smooth, high gloss surface 
with enhanced shine that will bring customers back to your  
top package again and again.


